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Area of interest between Pinnacle Peak 
Vistas and north side of DC Ranch

Pinnacle Peak Vistas
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9-23-2019 Pinnacle Peak Vistas storm damage 
along E. Adobe Drive. Two-year storm?



9-23-2019 Pinnacle Peak Vistas storm 
damage along E. Adobe Drive



9-23-2019 DC Ranch storm damage 
north of Desert Camp Drive



9-23-2019 DC Ranch storm cleanup



8.5 square mile watershed above north 
portion of DC Ranch



Reata Alluvial Fan upstream from DC Ranch 
6.7 square mile watershed upstream of blue star 
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Pinnacle Peak Vistas 



Reata Alluvial Fan 
Dobson Wash (blue) and Reata Wash (yellow) .    
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Current Conditions – Pinnacle Peak South (PPS)
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Future Levee South With Walls (PPS S Levee)
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Current Conditions along Cattle Whip Drive 
(PPS model-flow depth and velocity)



Current Conditions along Cattle Whip Drive 
(PPS model-flow quantity) 



Future Levee South With Walls along Cattle 
Whip Drive (PPS S Levee - flow quantity)

























CSE Conclusions
Based on the recent geometry of the flow split in

the two washes as evidenced by the PSS Flo-2D

modelling, the flows into the Parcel 4.1 portion of

DC Ranch cannot be accommodated by the

existing hydraulic infrastructure including pipes

and culverts. This is true even if the pipes and

culverts are maintained free of debris and

sediment, and the spit in west wash and south

wash flows at the apex of the alluvial fan remain

similar to the PSS Flo-2D conditions.



CSE Conclusions
Because of the as of yet unrealized original

upstream mitigation assumptions made in the

hydrologic and hydraulic designs for DC Ranch,

portions of the development are at risk of flooding

damage in the event of a significant storm.

Hopefully the City of Scottsdale’s Reata Wash

Flood Control Project will provide mitigation after it

is designed, funded and constructed.



CSE Conclusions
In CSE’s opinion, the N. Church Road crossing of

the west wash in the alluvial fan upstream of DC

Ranch is critical to managing flooding problems in

the north Parcel 4.1 portion of DC Ranch until the

future Reata Wash Flood Control Project is

completed. From our aerial photo review it appears

that after significant flow events there is erosion on

the downstream slope of the N. Church Road

crossing of the west wash, and it appears that this

erosion is then repaired with new imported fill to

protect the paved road wash crossing.



CSE Conclusions
CSE recommends that DC Ranch monitor the N.

Church Road crossing of the west wash to confirm

that the head cutting in the west wash does not

capture more flow from the south wash. This can

be done by reviewing MCAS yearly aerial photos

or by driving by the site. Perhaps a line of

communication can be established between the

two developments to discuss storm activities if one

does not already exist.



CSE Conclusions
CSE also recommends that DC Ranch monitor

City of Scottsdale progress on the design, funding

and construction of the PPS S Levee future

mitigation (Reata Wash Flood Control Project) and

communicate this to the home owners that are

currently impacted by the lack of originally

anticipated flood control measures.



UPDATE
 May 2, 2019

 The Reata Wash flood control project will not be part of the city of

Scottsdale’s November 2019 bond package. While the DC Ranch

Community Council and many residents lobbied for its inclusion, two

Scottsdale citizen groups threatened to boycott the bond if the Reata

Wash project was included.

 Scottsdale’s mayor, several city council members and the city

manager have stated their commitment to finding a way to get the

Reata Wash improvements completed. The city has issued a

contract that will result in preliminary design, a firm cost estimate and

allow the city to seek approval from the Federal Emergency

Management Agency. This work is expected to take 12 months to

complete.

 Once complete, funding options to build this important regional flood

control project will be brought back for consideration by the

community and the City Council.


